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Uptight musical prodigy Phoebe Fitzgerald and chaotic class clown Megan Hunter meet as kids and

a friendship is born that spans a three-decade long roller-coaster ride. But are they only meant to be

friends? And if the passion underneath the platonic canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t be contained, will it destroy the

relationship?From humble beginnings to careers on the stage - Megan a comedian, Phoebe a

rockstar - these two women will ask the question again and againÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ Is it ever a good idea to

fall for your best friend?A romantic comedy from the author of 'Real Love' and 'The Plus One'.
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Congratulations to Natasha West for capturing a beautiful story with characters you can't help but

relate to and fall for.Such a beautifully written story about friendship and what happens when you're

best friend turns out to be your first everything. The book has it all. Funny, witty, easy to read with its

two main characters keeping you entertained from start to finish. You can't help but be sucked into

the story and be reminded of your own youth and adulthood.Megan and Phoebe are written in a

way that makes them feel almost tangible through the page. Each characters complexity is well



crafted which adds a layer of depth not normally found in other romance novels. A nice change from

the quick happily ever after of most lesbian romance novels that happen in the very beginning.Ms.

West allows the reader to experience first loves all over again with all its wonder, joy, and

heartbreak that comes in the early years and the knowledge that even time doesn't change some

feelings.A must read for anyone who has ever been a shy awkward kid and grew into an awesome

adult or anyone who has ever fallen for a friend.

Good Beginning, the characters pairing up was interesting. Nice read.

Another really good book by a really good writer. Megan and Phoebe seemed to have it all---being

in love with your best friend. However, sometimes life just throws you a curve ball and things

change. People make choices -- some good and some bad. Time seemed to not really matter when

these 2 ladies finally figure out where their hearts belong and that just happened to be with each

other. Both ladies personalities were brought out so vividly that I felt like they were my friends. If you

like happy-ever-afters then this book is for you. It will just make you feel good! Thank you to

Natasha West for the touches of humor and for bringing Megan and Phoebe to life.

Once again Ms. West has written another winner! Megan and Phoebe are best friends all through

middle school. Once they turn 18 and are away at a camp for the summer, they discover they both

feel more than friendship. However, Megan chooses a comedy gig over Phoebe and they don't see

each other for 17 years. When they meet again, sparks fly. A brilliant story, well worth the read.

A great short read that I really wish was longer. The story shows three stages of two best friends,

Pheebe and Meg, relationship that starts at the age of 12. As much as I enjoyed the read, it ended

when it was just beginning and left a ton of questions left unanswered. Maybe another book will

follow...maybe. Regardless, it was well written story that will make you smile, make you shake your

head, and make you chuckle.

I enjoyed the story of Megan and Phoebe, it's amazing how you get to know them, how they grew

and success in their careers. The story is funny and refreshing, is not spicy but it doesn't need it. It's

a journey of childhood fears, teenage dreams and achievements, because a friendship and a love

ike this is unforgettable and meant to last forever. I definitely recommend it.....



This was a delightful read. It made me remember my first crush and all the wonderful, heady

feelings that went along with it.

This was a great book and it ended well, however it felt rushed to me. Perhaps it was because of

how the characters were written and storyline plotted. Anyhow, I wanted more of it. Some more

incidents, a few more months into the relationship to see how they made it work etc. Still a great

story
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